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COMMeNTS Oi'l FHANCK 1 S 'Il1E()RY OF Tf{E f'RII1ARY QUANTIJ::'-l crll\lVERSION 

PROCESS Ttl P::OTOSYNTt-fESIS·:~ 

Gordon Tollin 

Radiation Laboratory 

University of California, berkeley, California 

Recently, Professor Franck has proposed a theory which purports to 

explain the function of chlorophyll in the primary ~uantum conversion 

process in photosynthesis.1 The theory involves the formation or a. 

chlorophyll in an excited singlet state by the absorption of a quantum 
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of light, the formation of triplet-state chlorophyll by a highly probable 

intersystem crossing, and the conversion of the triplet-state-chlorophyll 

into a "doubly-excited" triplet state by a resonance transfer process 

involving another excited singlet-state chlorophyll molec•:le. This 

"doubly-excited" molecule is then directly involved in the chemical 

transformations by virtue of its having become associated, prior to its 

formation, with the enzyme and the acceptor molecule. The photosensitized 

---~-~-----------------

* The work described in this paper was sponsored by the United States 

Atomic Energy Connnission, University of California, Berkeley, CalHornia. 
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chemical reaction then involve~ the transfer .of an H atom end an ~1 

group and the formation of a double bend in the chlorophyll molecule. 

While Professor Franck's theory possesses a number of theoretical 

advantages from the point of "dev of' photosynthesis,· there are, in the 

light of present knowledge, at least two cl1f't1culties which the present 

.author feels shoul.c1 be pointed out. First, the most _recent data213 indicate 
. . ,' ' 

that the lifetime ot the. t1rst excited singlet state of' chlorophyU is of 
. . . ' ,: 

the .order ot .1. • 2 · x 10•9 seconds.!!! !!!2; end. that, the quantum yield. of 

fluorescenee ~s .only 2 • ~ ~ viVO:• !,bus, if' _cOl'lversion to the triplet 

. state is going to account f'o)!' such a low fluorescence ~eld, the time 
{ . ' ' . . 

constant fat this conversion process must be of the ordei:' ot lo·ll secondS• 

In other words 1 the lifetime of' the state which ts 1'unneled into the 
. ' ' ,. . . ~ . ' . 

pllotochem!ca.l patbwey has this magnitude~ According to· some . calculations 
. . 

by .Ra.binotd.tch; 3 resonancC\'l transfer. over only from l .. l()() chlorophyll 

molecules. could occur in this time~ Therefore, Franck's theory would 

require that a photochemical act could be carried out only :1f two excitations . . 
occurred. within a Volume occupied by e;pprox1mately' 100 chlorophyll moleculea4 

dvring the lifetime of' the i'trst eJ,ci ted triplet state of chlorophyll. 5 

rus wulA necessitate a minimum light 1l1tensity of tbe order of lO 
. . ... _, . I 6 

einste.r..us mole chlorophyll minute to achieve an efficient yield of photo• 

synthesis. It is knoYn that photosynthesis Will proceed efficient~ 1n 

light intensities of at least three orders of magnitude less than th1si7 

The second difficulty involves 'the lifetime of' the "doubly-exc1ted'1 

state. Inasmuch as the separation between first excited singlet· state 

and seco~ excited singlet state 1n chlorophyll! is awro;dmntely 8ooo cm-1 , 

it can easily be seen that the "doubly'-excited" state must correspond to a 
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relatively higbl.y excited triplet state if resonance transfer is to occur. 

At high energy levels, quantum theory predicts that the states will be 

correspondingly closer 1n energy than at lower levels of excitation. 8 

Thus 1 internal conversion between triplet states shoul.d be very rapid, 

probably occurring with a lifetime of the c-rder of lo-13 seconds or less 

(about the period of a molecular vibration), if one extrea;>olates from the 

rates of internal. conversion between the .two lowest excited singl.et states 

in organic moleculeo9 ( W.ich have much larger ener£!3 separations than the 

triplet states considered here); It iG very unl.iltaly' that an enzymatic 

~eact1on involving group migation and. double bond forma.tton could take 

placi!J in times of this order of magnitude. Furthermore, even it one con

cecles that the enzyme and. the chlorophyll triplet are bound together 

strongly enough so that energy absorbed. 1n the J.atter is available almost 

~mroediately to the former, one loses the f,a.vorable energy level Juxta

position that is necessary for an efficient energy transfer from the 

cbl.o.ropcyll otngl.et. to the chlorophyll triplet.10 

A th$oey ot the prim.a.ry quantum conversion process Which provides 

tor a •atorage" ot the electromagnetic energy contained 1n more than one 

lJ.ght qua.Uturll 1a to 'be found 1n the papers of Katz, U of Bradley and 

Ca+v1n~12 and of ToU1D, Sogo and Cal:vin.13 Tbia scheme retains the ad· 

vantages possessed by a "doubly-excited" state without involving the 

41f't:1culties mentioned above. 
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